We present a conformal isometry for static extremal black hole solutions in all four-dimensional Einstein-Maxwell-scalar theories with electromagnetic duality groups 'of type E7'. This includes, but is not limited to, all supergravity theories with N > 2 supersymmetry and all N = 2 supergravity theories with symmetric scalar manifolds. The conformal isometry is valid for arbitrary electromagnetic charge configurations and relies crucially on the notion of Freudenthal duality.
I. INTRODUCTION
The stability of classical solutions to Einstein's equations remains an open question of much importance. Recent years have seen significant progress for black hole solutions. In particular, the Schwarzschild solution has been shown to be stable against linear perturbations [1] [2] [3] . Similarly, for the non-extremal Reissner-Nordström and Kerr black holes, an analog of the horizon redshift effect can be used to establish the decay of linear scalar perturbations [1, 2, 4] . In the extremal case, however, the surface gravity, and so the horizon redshift effect, vanishes. Indeed, Aretakis demonstrated that extremal Reissner-Nordström solutions have an unavoidable instability on H + , the future horizon [5] [6] [7] [8] . There exists an infinite set of conserved quantities, the Aretakis charges, on H + , which are linear in the scalar perturbation ψ. The Aretakis charges imply that ∂ r ψ does not decay on H + . However, ∂ r ψ does decay off H + and, so, ∂ 2 r ψ must diverge on H + , seeding an instability (see also [9] ). Supersymmetric extremal black holes solutions in D = 4 spacetime dimensions have played, and continue to play, a central role in string/M-theory. Static solutions of this kind are structurally close to Reissner-Nordström and, so, their classically stability would appear to be subject to the arguments of Aretakis. Supersymmetry does not save you. Indeed, even for the maximally supersymmetric Minkowski vacuum, its stability is not actually implied by the positive energy theorem [10] . For D = 4 single-centre extremal black hole with a BertottiRobinson AdS 2 × S 2 near horizon geometry, which covers * leron@stp.dias.ie † m.duff@imperial.ac.uk ‡ jazzphyzz@gmail.com all examples known to us, including the supersymmetric solutions, there is an instability [11] . These results have by now been generalised to a very large class of extremal solutions and sources of linear perturbations [11, 12] .
Returning to the Reissner-Nordström case, an intuition for the presence of the instability is provided [12] by the Couch-Torrence conformal inversion [13] , which exchanges H + with future null infinity, I
+ . Under such a conformal inversion the Newman-Penrose charges [14] at infinity are sent to Aretakis charges on the horizon, thus suggesting the presence of an instability [12] . For recent developments, see [15] . A Couch-Torrence-type conformal inversion has been shown to exist for supersymmetric black hole solutions in very special cases [16, 17] . In this brief note, we generalise the Couch-Torrence-type conformal inversion to arbitrary extremal, static, black hole solutions in all Einstein-Maxwell-scalar theories with electromagnetic duality group G of type E 7 . This includes all N -extended supergravities with N > 2 supersymmetries, as well as all N = 2 theories for which the scalar fields parametrise a symmetric space. Interestingly, the definition of the conformal isometry depends on the notion of Freudenthal duality, a non-linear anti-involution of the electromagnetic charges carried by the black hole solution that leaves the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy invariant [18] [19] [20] .
II. EINSTEIN-MAXWELL-SCALAR THEORIES AND GROUPS OF TYPE E7
We consider theories of Einstein gravity coupled to Abelian gauge potentials and scalars defined by G a group 'of type E 7 ' (introduced below). In particular, the Abelian field strengths and their duals transform in a symplectic representation of G, while the scalars Typeset by REVT E X parametrise the coset G/K, where K is the maximal compact subgroup of G. This class of theories includes (the bosonic sector of) all D = 4 supergravities with N > 2 supersymmetries, as well as all N = 2 supergravities coupled to vector multiplets with scalars parametrising a symmetric space. Note, however, supersymmetry is not necessary and there are many examples that do not admit a supersymmetric completion, at least in Lorentzian space-time signature.
A. Groups of type E7
Groups of type E 7 can be characterised by Freudenthal triple systems (FTS). An FTS may be axiomatically defined [21] as a finite dimensional vector space F over a field F (not of characteristic 2 or 3), such that:
1. F possesses a non-degenerate antisymmetric bilinear form {x, y}.
2. F possesses a symmetric four-linear form q(x, y, z, w) which is not identically zero.
If the ternary product
For notational convenience, let us introduce
For a given F the automorphism group G is defined as the set of invertible F-linear transformations, σ, preserving the quartic and quadratic forms:
The prototypical example is given by G ∼ = E 7 , in which case F is the fundamental 56-dimensional E 7 representation and the antisymmetric bilinear form and symmetric four-linear form are the unique symplectic quadratic and totally symmetric invariant, respectively. We shall also make use of the notion of the Freudenthal dual [18] [19] [20] ,
which is defined for all x ∈ F such that ∆(x) = 0 and satisfies
Note, here we take F over a field, whereas in [18] an integral FTS was considered, which restricts the space on which (4) in defined. Interestingly, (4) is directly related to (generalised) Hitchin functionals for groups of type E 7 [20, 22] , which also appear in the context of generalised geometry and marginal deformations of AdS 4 solutions. See [23] and references therein. The two-dimensional subspace spanned by an F-dual pair x,x is non-degenerate and closed under the tripleproduct and defines a sub-FTS, which we denote by F x ⊂ F and refer to as the F-plane at x. Note, for y ∈ F x given by y = ax + bx, a, b ∈ F we have [24] 
For x, ∆(x) = 0 define the linear operator
where F ⊥ x is the orthogonal complement of F x with respect to the antisymmetric bilinear form. Note,
If there is an element x ∈ F such that −∆(x) is a non-zero square the FTS is said to be reduced [21] . For reduced FTS it can be assumed that there is an element f such that ∆(f ) = −1 and [21] ,
where J ± is the ±-eigenspace of L f forming a cubic Jordan algebra (see appendix A) and
We shall write elements in such a basis as
where α, β ∈ F and A, B ∈ J + , J − , respectively. Then
for x = (α, β, A, B) and y = (γ, δ, C, D) and
where κ(x) := αβ − Tr(A, B). In the context of EinsteinMaxwell-scalar theories of type E 7 , as introduced below, this decomposition implies the existence of a D = 5 Einstein-Maxwell-scalar theory, with global symmetry given by the reduced structure group of the cubic Jordan algebra J, that yields the corresponding D = 4 theory upon dimensional reduction on a circle.
B. Einstein-Maxwell-scalar theories of type E7
By Einstein-Maxwell-scalar theories of type E 7 we mean that the electromagnetic duality group is the automorphism group G of some F, the Abelian field strengths and their duals take values in Λ 2 (M ) ⊗ F and that the scalars parametrise the coset G/K. This is the case for all N -extended supergravities with N > 2 supersymmetries, as well as all N = 2 theories for which the scalar fields parametrise a symmetric space. Note, however, for N = 3 supergravity (coupled to an arbitrary number of vector multiplets), as well as the minimally coupled N = 2 supergravities, the corresponding F are not reduced and their quartic invariant is degenerate in the sense that it is the square of a quadratic invariant. The 'degeneration' of groups of type E 7 is discussed in [25] , where in Sec. 10 it is shown that in these cases Freudenthal duality is nothing but a particular anti-involutive symplectic transformation belonging to G.
The two-derivative Einstein-Maxwell-scalar Lagrangian is uniquely determined by the choice of G, although G is only a symmetry of the equations of motion due to electromagnetic duality. However, there exists a manifestly G-invariant and covariant Lagrangian if one is willing to accept a twisted-self-duality constraint that must be imposed in addition to the Lagrangian [20, 26] . This formalism makes the notation compact and we adopt it here. Let us define the "doubled" Abelian gauge potentials A = (A, B)
T transforming as a symplectic vector of G, such that
and introduce the manifestly G-invariant Lagrangian,
with constraint [27] ,
where M is the scalar coset representative and, in a suitable basis, {F , G} = F T ΩG. The doubled Lagrangian (13), where the potential A is treated as the independent variable, together with the constraint (14) is on-shell equivalent to the standard Lagrangian [26] .
III. BLACK HOLE SOLUTIONS
For Einstein-Maxwell-scalar theories with electromagnetic duality group G of type E 7 , the most general extremal, asymptotically flat, spherically symmetric, static, dyonic black hole metric is given by (cf. for example [28] and the references therein)
where U = U (H (r)) and
Here H ∞ and Q are symplectic vectors of G. Consistency with the scalar equations of motion implies [29] ∆ (H) > 0, ∀r ∈ [0, ∞),
The Abelian two-form fields strengths are given by
such that
For N = 2 supergravity theories the scalars are given by
Since the scalars are specified by Q and H ∞ alone, it is convenient to introduce the notation,
Note, the horizon and asymptotic values of the scalars are respectively given by
IV. CONFORMAL ISOMETRIES
Consider the inversion
where ∆ ≡ ∆(Q), which implies
In the following we consider two circumstances under which this inversion yields a conformal isometry for generic charge configurations Q.
A. Inversion with a charge transformation
In the first example, we consider the inversion together with a transformation of the charges given by
Applying (25) to (24) we obtain
and so
Consequently the inversion (23) together with the charge map (25) yields a conformal inversion,
where
Under (23) and (25) the scalars (20) are invariant,
since the conformal factor in (26) cancels in the ratio (20) . On the other hand, the field strengths and their duals undergo a non-trivial transformation
where the scalar coset representative M = M(z,z) is invariant due to (30) . Note, for the special case of H ∞ ∆ 1 4 = Q the charge map is an identity operation and so the inversion (23) alone is a conformal isometry. This choice corresponds to the doubly-extremal solutions for which the scalars are constant,
which also implies
For both general (H ∞ , Q) and the special case of H ∞ ∆ 1 4 = Q, this set-up is not entirely satisfactory. In the first instance, the inversion must be accompanied by a transformation of the charges that is not in the duality group G, so is not simply a diffeomorphism. For the latter, the charge transformation is not required, but setting H ∞ ∆ 1 4 = Q reduces the solution to the special case of constant scalars, which somewhat trivialises the observation.
B. Inversion on the F-plane
One can avoid the need to transform the charges by considering H ∞ in the orthogonal complement of the Fplane defined by Q,
without further intervention and, hence,
In this case the scalars transform non-trivially
and, therefore, so do the field strengths through their dependence on M(z,z) → M(z ′ ,z ′ ), which implies
This construction provides another class of CouchTorrent-like conformal inversions, complementing and generalising the case presented in [16] . It is valid for generic charge configurations (with asymptotic scalars related through (33)) supporting ∆ > 0 extremal black hole solutions in all D = 4 Einstein-Maxwell-scalar theories (not necessarily supersymmetric) with electromagnetic duality group of type E 7 . The conformal inversion exchanges the Newman-Penrose and Aretakis charges, providing a heuristic argument for the instability [12] in all such theories. There are a number of possible further developments. Firstly, the extension of the above treatment beyond electromagnetic duality groups of type E 7 can be considered, even if just a few explicit running scalar flows are known, since the notion of Freudenthal duality can be suitably generalised [19] . Similarly, the extension to asymptotically non-flat extremal black holes can be considered, for example, in the context of attractors in gauged supergravity theories. See, in particular, [30] and the references therein. Given the existence of an analogous 'Jordan dual' in D = 5 [18] , it may be possible to generalise the conformal map to D = 5. For a conformal isometry of black strings in D > 4 and related recent developments, see also [17] and references therein. Finally, one might also consider generalizations to multi-centered extremal black holes. For example, see [31, 32] and the references therein. 
A cubic Jordan algebra J with multiplicative identity 1 = c may be derived from any such vector space if N is cubic:
1. The trace bilinear form (A3d) is non-degenerate. 
